Welcome to our 36th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as we tackle the final quarter of this
challenging year. We trust that you will find this month’s edition of great value again as
we strive to provide you with ‘edunews’ you can really use – from
educational updates and lifestyle trends, to exciting new product
launches, technological breakthroughs, and more. We’ll keep it light,
fresh and informative, and an absolute joy to read at all times.
Please feel free to pass it on to your fellow colleagues, friends and
family as we grow the “Big School Community”, together. And be
sure to lend a hand and light up a life, wherever you can. Keep in
touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Parents And Schools As Partners In Education. Bringing up a child is an
enriching journey, and as a parent, you are the key navigator of your
child’s growth. A child’s development is set primarily at home and in
school, and when these two environments are attuned to each other,
your child benefits the most. Working hand-in-hand with schools will help
you better understand the needs and development of your child, so that
you may give him/her the necessary care, support and reinforcement at home. The primary school
years are an important phase of your child’s education and putting your child’s best interests at
heart is a sound investment indeed in nurturing them for the future. Stronger ties between
parents and schools means better co-operation in raising and educating children. >>>
Living And Learning In A Fast Changing World. Technology from the
wheel, to the printing press, to the mobile phone, has shaped human
history and will undoubtedly continue to do so. Today, computers and
the digital revolution are spreading across the globe, creating
connections we have never before imagined and possibilities and perils
only before dreamed of in science fiction. Whether it is called the second machine age, the
Digital Revolution, or the 4th Industrial Revolution, technologists, economists and academics
are all concerned with recent rapid technological advances and what they imply for the future.
While artificial intelligence, exponential increases in computing power, and expanding mobile
networks hold promise to make our lives easier and safer, they also threaten to leave
those at the bottom of the pile even further behind, if not evenly distributed. >>>
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Edutopia – A Wonderful Place Where Innovation Is The Rule, Not The
Exception. George Lucas’ vision is of a new world of learning, a place
where students and parents, teachers and administrators, policy makers
and the people they serve are all empowered to change education for
the better; a place where schools provide rigorous project-based
learning, social-emotional learning, and access to new technology; a place where innovation is the
rule, not the exception; a place where students become lifelong learners and develop appropriate
21st Century skills, especially in information literacy. It’s a place of inspiration and aspiration based
on the urgent belief that improving education is key to the survival of the human race. >>>
Green Schools Grow In Popularity. School greening is quickly becoming
more than a fashion trend. By promoting the design and construction of
green schools, we can make a tremendous impact on student health,
school operational costs, academic performance and the environment.
The green school itself also serves as a teaching tool – demonstrating
practical ways that can help us all combat global warming while creating healthier, more efficient,
less costly learning environments. Green schools protect the environment and play a very
important role in preparing the youth of today for the ‘green jobs’ of tomorrow by teaching
children to become environmental citizens. >>>
First Aid Education Needs A Bigger Focus. First Aid is a life skill that
everyone can, and should learn. We all have accidents now and again and
we all get hurt from time to time. When we are injured or suddenly
unwell, what we want and need is someone to help us – someone who
knows what to do, where simple, on the spot actions can make a big
difference. First Aid is all about assisting people in emergency situations like this. First Aid
education must be more accessible in the classroom so that we may nurture and equip a new
generation of young citizens who possess life-saving skills. Simple, basic skills learned in just a few
minutes, can save lives. >>>
Good Lunch Box Nutrition Gets Them Through The Day. Children need
to eat a variety of healthy foods every day and good lunch box foods
should include fresh fruit and vegetables, protein, dairy foods, breads
and cereals, and a bottle of water. Limit sugary, salty or fatty foods to
occasional treats. When your children first start the new term at school,
they may not eat everything you give them for lunch as they are often busy dealing with new
routines at recess and lunch times, and eating tends to take second place. Always encourage a
healthy breakfast as this will increase your child’s ability to concentrate at school and will get
the new day off to a fine start. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Raising accountable kids is a parental imperative for relationship building. >>>



Play makes children happier and smarter and is a fundamental human right. >>>



Edustation’s impressive junior crew steal the show at Edutech Africa. >>>



Chess improves academic performance, one strategic move at a time. >>>



Allergy education safeguards children and is easy with Allermates. >>>

